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I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The aim of this paper i a discussion of some of the problems in the 

formal, i.e., logical, semantics of metaphorical languages. A MFTA- 

IWORICAI_ LANGUAGE is a language with metaphorical sentences or 

discourses. like natural language. A formal semantics specifies the 

conditions under wnich such metaphorical sentences may oe said to 

have a truth v&te, viz. it defines the notion of an interpretation for a 

language including metaphorical sentences. The idea is not, as usual, 

to assign the value ‘false’ or a neutral value e.g.. ‘non-sense’, to all 

metaphorical sentences, but to recons’ruct formally the idea that meta- 

phorical sentences may be true in a given context. 

1.2 It goes without saying that only a fragment of a serious theory of 

metaphor can be covered by the formal semantics approach. I therefore 

must presuppose well-known the current lingutstic and psychological 

work on the structure and the functions of metaphorical discourse and 

will focus my attention upon the properly logical and philosophical 

problems involved. Within these domains, again, I shall neglect both 

syntactic and pragmatic aspects of the problem. The idea of a semantics 

for metaphorical sentences will not be based on an independent syntax. so 

that the interpretations will be quasi-format. As far as the pragmatic 

aspects are concerned: although it will briefly be argued that metaphorical 

sentences can be interpreted only in context-determinate models, 1 shall 

have to leave out a detailed discussion of the pragmatic status of meta- 

phorical aspects of conversation. 

antics which will be ixltroduced here must have a rather 

@ J am indebted to Dorothea Franck and Uwe M~nnich for very useftd preliminary 

discussions about this paper. Suggestions by Hans Mooij and Francis Edelina could, 
re~rectably, not be integrated before the paper went to press. 
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unusual feature in the theory of logic, viz. it must be SORTAL. That is, 

it only interprets those sentences which are sortally correct fn linguistic 

terms: it is a semantics accounting for selection restrictions. The problems 

involved here. both linguistic and logical, are considerable, and only part 

of them can be treated here; without many posnivc results. I am afratd. 

The framework for the sortal semantics is basically the one con- 

structed by Van Fraassen and claboratcd by Thomnsotr. The novelty 

of our approach is the assumption that under specific conditions sen- 

tences which, ‘superficially’, are sortally incorrect may bc assigned an 

interpretation. This idea brings II~ close to recent work in modal (‘pos- 

sible world’) semantics for conditionals and cnuntcrfactuals, e.g., by 

Thomason, Lewis, Aqvist and others, in which the concept of ‘sunilarity’, 

e.g., between worlds, plays \uch a central role. Although research 

on these and related topics is merely m its first stage - where, indeed, 

‘theory’ and ‘metaphor’ are stdl close --. it may bc hoped that such D 

formal, model-theoretic w_mu~l~ provides a better basis for a theory of 

metaphor in natural language than the currenI linguistic attempts. 

2. A REMARK Oh’ Tilt‘ PKAGMAT!<‘S OF MLTAPHOR 

2.1 A sentence can be assigned a meraphr:tcal interpretation only 

when a set of specific contextual conditions have been satisfied, especially 

with respect to the intentions of the speaker. A5 has been demonstrated 

by Dorothy Mack (Mack, 1975 [this issue]) the specific use of metaphors 

in conversation requires an examination of the speech act status of meta- 

phorical utterances. Since the formal semantics will mahe abstraction 

from all relevant pragmatic features, making metaphorical utterances 

more or less ‘appropriate’, I make a remark on those pragmatic aspects 

before attacking the proper semantic problems (althou&h it is difficult to 

fully separate semantics and pragmatics). 

Within the general framework of the basic principles of rational 

conversational interaction as prcscnted by Grice (1967), the utterance of 

a metaphorical sentence would, when taken ‘hteralty’, violate the basic 

cooperative principles of truth, relevance and manner. That is. a non- 

metap~oricai interpretation would make the sentence false or non- 

sensical, irrelevant with respect ‘o situation and discourse and - even 

when interpreted metaphclrically - often a circumstantial ‘way’ of 

saying things or, more often, especially in literature, an obscure way of 

saying thmgs. 



owever, as Grice has demonstrated. very often deviations from basic 

pragmatic principles have a reason. i.e., they remain within the scope of 

the Cooperatton Princtple for rational interaction. hletaphor is an ex- 

ample in cast. The devtation, thus. I\ merely atqarent, and the hearer 

knows (ha the \peaher intends (to mean) something dtfferent than 

the ‘literA* meaning of the sentence or at ieuu impltes additional mean- 

ing bc\idcs the literal meaning. The precise reconstruc:ion of ‘Itteral 

meaning’ must a\v.ttt the t’ollow~ng sections, and uill here be taken in its 

usual sense, v~z. as the ‘normal’, conventional meaning of an expression. 

2.2 The appropriate use of mctaphortcal uttcranccs 

hascd on a gener‘tl prmciple. e g , something lihe: 

interaction 

(I) By uttering a \cntence S in ‘1 context cr, wch that for all pos\ihlc 

literal tnterprctatons of .S the utterance of S violates the principles of 

Truth and Relevance. the speahcr implicate\ (that thr hearer hnows that 

the speaker triter d\) a me,tning of a sentence S*. \ati\fying the men- 

tioned principles and being semantic,tlly related uith the meaning of S. 

The pragmatic princrple of metaphorical utterancec might be formulated 

more precisely, but it will do for the momcni, the more so Hhile vve 

cannot here go into the details of a pr.tSmattc theory. Part of the prin- 

c~ple, however, is semantic, and it must be made clear below under what 

condttions the literal meaning cannot ‘receive‘ an interpretation. The 

purely pracmatrc aspects involved arc the following, among others: 

(i) The speaker know\ that the hearer knows that S is false rr non- 

sensical in c,: 

(ii) The speaher assumes that the bearer hnows the semantic relation 

(operation) between S and S” by virtue of !Gs knouledge of the 

language and of a system of perception related to tins language: 

(iti) The speaker wants that the hearer interprets the uttered sentence S 

as if it were the sentence S*; 

(iv) The speaker, by uttering S and intending the meaning of S*, wants 

the hearer to know that this indirect speech act has a specific tcsson 

(which may be non-conscious, hke the wish to self-assessment by 

‘showing’ linguistic virtuosity) - which in aesthetic contexts may 

be accomplishment of the specific speech act itseli. 



1. SENIENCE TYPES 

3.1 Taking both formal and natural languages as (infinite) sets of 

sentences, it is theorettcally useful to distinguish between different 

types of sentences. Thus, in ClilsSiCal formal languages a clear disiinction 

is made between those syntactit.ally well-formed formulas which can be 

assigned a truth value, and those wff’s which, for some reason or other, 

are not assigned a truth value. In natural language sentencehood is 

determined by the grammar of that language, determining the possible 

phone-morphological, syntactic and semantic structures of each sentence 

belonging IO the language. Sentencehood in natural language, however, 

is a rather fuzzy concept, and the grammar is merely an idealizing 

approximation to the notion ‘sentence of a given language’. These 

mctbodoiogical problems of linguistics will for the moment be put aside 

in favour of a more restricted analysis of some sentence types in formal 

languages. 

3.2 The type of sentence which can be asstgned a truth value is tradi- 

tionally considered to be the declarative sentence in the present tense. 

Moreover, such classical valuations arc bivalent, i.e., a sentence is either 

true or false, but not both. 

1t is well-known, however, that the set of MEANINGFUL or ITUIIRPRL- 

TABLE sentences of a language is much larger. First of ah, tensed scn- 

tences are naturally true or false. Secondly, non-declaratives such as 

uttered in questions, ~ommand5~ advices. requests, etc. may also receive 

some sort of interpretation: they may be said to be appropriate c,r non- 

appropriate in a given context, or - sticking to truth values -- it may be 

argued that such sentences are MADE true or false in d &iven context. 

Finally, it has been attempted to introduce other, non-bivalent, truth 

values, e.g. ‘indeterminate , ’ ‘zero’, etc. for those cases where a (meaning- 

ful) sentence is neither true nor false. 

of the standard examples in the latter case is the non-satisfaction 

Of presuppositions of a sentence. Thus ‘The a is F’ is neither true nor 

false if a does not exist. Such and similar solutions are given in the valua- 

tion of some logical constants, especially material imp.rcation and nega- 

rom this brief discussion it appears that it is sensible to distinguish 

at least between the ‘meaningfulness’ of sentences on the one hand, and 

their ‘valuatiofl/interpretation’ on the other hand. Probably the first 

property is a necessary condition for a sentence to have the second 
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property, i.e., befcre we may know whether a sentence is (made) true 

or false we must know what it means. In other words, the extension of a 

sentence depends on its intention, vtz. on the proposition it expresses. 

3.3 Without presGng too much the extremely controversial dtstinc- 

lions mentioned above, we may distinguish a set of sentences which 

are MrANIYciLtsS for some reason. Meantngle\snecs may he determined al 

several levcl~ in natural language: it may result from inadequate pcr- 

formance of phonemes and morphemes, the syntactic structure of 

the sentence may bc ill-formed and finally, at the level of semantic 

representation\. predtcntes may be used which do not ‘apply’ to the 

referring phrases ,or at the object level: propertie\ are asstgned IO 

individuals which these individuals cannot possibly have ). In this case 

meaninglessness results from the SORTAL tNcoanrc TW ss 0 tf the sentence, 

i.e.. a predicate t’r applied to an object of the wro:tg TYP , CATi’GORY or 

WRT. Since the term\ ‘type’ and ‘c,ttegory’ have numerrus other mean- 

ings in logic and grammar the terms ‘sort’ and ‘sortally (in-) correct’ 

will be used here. Examples of sortally tncorrect sentenceC are: 

These sentences are sortally incorrect because in most normal contexts 

typewriters are not the ‘sort’ or ‘kind’ of thing which may have a head- 

ache, Susy (when understood to refer to a girl) cannot have a square 

root, nor can square roots be identical with, or have as a value, some- 

thing of the sort of happiness. Fina!ty, I (i.e., the speaker, hence a hu- 

man) cannot have the property ‘liqmd’, and hence I am not able to flow. 

tu usual tinguislic terms, we say in these cases that SLLCCTION RESTRK- 

TIONS are violated. 

A characteristic property of sortally incorrect sentences is that their 

logical negations are also sortally Incorrect. Thus fact prevents us from 

simply treating sortally incorrect sentences as FALSE, although it might be 

argued that (external) logical negation should simply be read as ‘it 

1s not the case that . ..‘. which makes some of the sentencee meaningful, 

but only at the meta-level where the meanings of expressions can be 

discussed. 

As we shall see below, however, MCANINGFULNEFS IS A RFLATIVE AND 

GRADUAL CONCEPT. Sometimes, a sortally incorrect sentence expresses a 

proposition denoting an ‘impossible fact’, I.e., a state of a 
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cannot even be concei:ud mentally. This is certainly not the cake in 

sentence (4). because I may weli imagine a world where speakers-humans 

are non-compact (e.g. in Asimov’s T/W Go& TIIenttcl~c). 

3.4 Finally, there is a type of ,entence which is etther plainly false or 

zero (e.g., for lack of presupposition satisfaction) or which is sortally 

incorrect, but which may nevertheless be asslgned a normal (classical 

or non-classical) truth value, ciz. truth m a given context. Those sentences 

are traditionally cailcd MI.TAPHORICAL. Some examples are: 

Since these sentences are, when taken Ilterally, sortally incorrect. their 

truth value is at least ‘indeterminate’. However, WC have the IingGtic 

ability to interpret such sentences in a way such that they can be true 

or false. In the foilo~vil~E section5 it ~111 be attemp!ed to spell out the 

conditions under which sortally incorrect sentences may nevertheless 

be assigned a normal valuation. Notice, that a sentence need not be 

sortally incorrect in order IO receive a metaphorical interpretation. Take 

where kirtg may be metaphoraca! for an authoritative boss. But at the 

same lime a literal interpretation of the sentence might, in a spccitic 

context (where kings normally work in their office), yield normal truth 

values. 

4. CONDITIONS ON A THEORY OF METAPHOR 

4. I A serious theory of metaphor must satisfy r: number of methodo- 

logical and empirical requirements. More specifically, a formal semantics 

for metaphorical sentences, part of such a more general theory, must 

account for a certain number of semantic facts. Some of these facts are 

the following: 

(i) some sortaily incorrect sentences 

be interpreted metaphorically; 

can, given the appropriate 
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(ii) not all sortally incorrect sentences can be interpreted in the sense of 

(9; 
(iii) for each metaphorically interpreted sentence there is at least one 

reading, the so-call? L ‘literal’ reading, such that the sentence i\ 

sortally incorrect c .dcr this reading or falsc’tndeterminate in each 

possible world compattble with the context of utterance: 

(IV; there are sentences which in a context ci can be interpreted meta- 

phorically, but not in a different context rj: 

(v) a sortally correct sentence which i\ false or zero may, in an 

appropriate context, be interpreted metaphorically. 

(vi) some metaphorical sentences have non-metaphorical counterpart> 

having the ‘same meaning’, i.e., which are scmanticalty equivalent 

[the translation; principle for a class of metaphors]: 

(vii) the metaphortcal character of a sentence docc not merely depend 

on its meaning or intension. but also on the extensions of its terms, 

i.e., it is determined by the (properties of the) individual referred to 

[the referentiality principle]. 

Other facts and principles 

mentioned below. 

the theory should and explain 

4.2 At the same time the theory should evaluate the traditional treat- 

ments of metaphorical sentences. Some major idcAr from this tradition, 

which will not further be analysed here, are the foliowing: 

(i) the substitution hypothesis: [the sun] /utrglr\ 

hriglrrl_r: 

[the s,m] shirre\ 

(ii) the deletion hypothesis: /ke sun (shines so brightly as if it) is 

laughittg ; 
(iii) the extension/reduction hypothesis: the predicate /arcgltGrg does not 

only apply to humans but also to brigut objects or to objects which 

make humans laugh. 

Other versions and other proposals can be found in the literature. 

Our problem is: can such hypotheses be made explicit? In particular, 

under what conditions may predicates be substituted, deleted, extended, 

or reduced? Below, it will become clear that the mentioned hypotheses 

all focus on a spc:ific aspect of the interpretation of metaphorical sen- 

tences. 
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5. SORT-AL SEMANTICS 

5. I There are di~erent ways to build up a semantics of natural language 

which is ‘sortally sensitive’. I shall begin with a brief summary of the 

attempt by Thomason, and shall subsequently discuss some of the 

particular and general problems involved in this approash or in any 

attempt to provide a sortal semantics. 

5.2 Tbomason (1972), in his article “A Semantic Theory of Sortal In- 

correctness”, adopts several features from the semantic work of Van 

Fraassen (1967, 1969, 1971). Valuations are given with respect to a 

SOWAL SPECIFICATION. Only those sentences satisfying the sortal specitica- 

tion can receive a bivalent interpretation. A sortal specification, then, is a 

function which assigns to each predicate of the language a RT.GIO?I of 

LOGICAL SPKE. A logical space is conceived as a conceptual network by 

Thomason, and Van Fraasxen speaks of a set of ‘points’, ‘possible 

jndjviduals’, or ‘possible objects’. Such a possible object, which in Tho- 

mason’s terms may be viewed as an abstract ‘role’ in semantic space, is 

constructed out of abbtracr prclperties, such that predicates of the 

language can either apply or not apply to these possible objects. Thus, 

the application of the predicate “large’ requires the presence of a feature 

‘having dimensions’, say. individuals from a domain D are said to be 

able to ‘occupy’ a point irt logical space, i.e., they may become an 

instance of a possible object. The function determining this relation 

is the LOCATION FUNCTION: LUC, whereas a REFEREYCE FUNCTION: REF, 

selects the intended jndividual from the domain for a given term of a 

sentence. Predicates are assigned a subset I(P) of the appropriale sort 

E(P). A sentence is true if @((a), say ~4 E D, is located at a point lor(rlr) 

in the subregion f(P). 

Let me give a concrete example to illustrate these ideas. Take the simple 

5e~te~ce 

(I 0) The boy i.s ill. 

The valuation of this sentence has basically two phases. It is first deter- 

mined whetter it is sortally correct and then it is determined what 

(further) conditions make the sentence true or false. The sentence is 

sortaily correct because the possible object iboy/ lies within the region 

~(i~/), i.e., it is a member of the set of possible objects of which it may 

be true or false to be ill. In other words: the predicate ill applies to 

individuals to which also the predicate boy applies, probably because 
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of the fact that the possible object Iboy has the pro~rty (organic) 
or (animate) required for an object to be sane or ill. The rest of the 
valuation of (IO) is normal. That is, the predica?e ill or being ill is as- 
signed part of the region E(iN). This part is the in erpretation I (iN) 
of the predicate. Next, the definite referring phrase !he bo_r is assigned 
a partrcular individual, say f/t - e.g. Peter -, element of the domain of 
discourse. This individual must be the only ‘instance’ of the possible 
object Iboy i.e. luc(ffi) must be an element of the /boyI-region of logical 
space. The sentence is true iff lo&/~) E I(i/l). 

5.3 Such a sortal semantics requires a brief discussion about its phtlo- 
sophical toundations. It is clear from the literature on ‘sorts’ or ‘types’ 
that our understanding of the relations between (in-) significance in 
language and the structure of logical space is sbll very fragmentary 
(see e.g., Sommers, 1963; Drange, 1966). Thomason’s notion of sort is 
close to the ideas put forward by Russell on the subject, where two 
objects are of the same type when the same (monadic) predicate is 

significantly (i.e., truly or falsely) predicable of both. 5ommers himself 

proposes a more sophisticated approach combinjn~ ideas from Hussein, 

lack. That is, he dtstinguishes between lingttisticaily deter- 
and ontological types, in the following way: 

A-type: set of predicates of which every member spans every member 
of an z-type (and no member a non-z-type member); 

r-type: set of objects spanned by a monadic predicate; 
B-type: set of predicates signiticantly predicable of a thing; 
h-type: set of things to which every member of a B-type applies. 

In this terminology an A-type seems to correspond with what has been 
termed the ‘content’ of a term, or, in C. 1. Lew 
of a predicate, also known as its ‘connotation’. ence it refers to those 
predicates which are included in a given predicate determining an 
x-type. Thus, the predicates speuk and drink belong to the A-type 
corresponding with the a-type spanned by the predicate kunton (see Van 
Fraassen, 1967). 

The a-type would in that case correspond with the ‘comprehension’ 
(Lewis) of a predicate (called ‘intension’ by Carnap), where the set of 
objects is conceived of as a set of possible objects, in the sense of Van 
Fraassen and Thomason. In case the set of objects is meant of which the 
predicate is actually true - at a given moment - we would have to 
speak of the ‘denotation’ or ‘extension’ of a term or predicate. 



Notice that the ~-type is 1101 very homogeneous. Accordtng to this 

definition all things which arc ‘thinhahle’ form a type, the things which 

are ‘ycllou’ (or rather. which may be yellow), etc. Hence an x-type is a 

rather arbitrary linne subset of the power set of all possible objects. 

A B-type is what we could also term a ‘description’ or ‘characterila- 

lion’, or perhaps rather a ‘po\3tble description’ of an object. Howevet, a 

description is rather an (ordcrcd! con&tent subset of a D-type. At this 

point a distmction between genertc ,\nd non-generic predn-arcs should 

be made, and we enter the debate about essentialism: which propertics 

are essential and which arc non-essential of a given thing’? The R-type 

could he split up accardingly. Thus. the predicate hot’ or lrccrr.t~ ThouId 

somehow be distinguished from /u//q or hcqc po/~rct/ I d/ow. 
The p-type, finally, is perhap\ closest IO our intuitrve notton of a sort, 

type or kind. In case we are able to mahe a serrous distrnction bc~wcen 

“necessary’ (analytic) and ‘pns\rble’ (synthettc, contrngent) predicates, 

the P-type would be specified in the same way, where the set of things 

IO which a set of analytic predtcates applies would be a ‘natural kind’ 

(for detatled discussion, see Kriphe, 1972). 

There are a large number of questions aristng already from thi\ 

brief discussion on the dilferent possibilities to introduce sorts in the 

ontology for the semantics :ve need. What, for example, is the G~IUS of 

higher predicates? What constramt~ are needed to allow a sentence hhe 

Tltc ho_r rrt~ quid/j, and to mark off, somehow, a sentence like T/IC ho.r 

rr~a\ clcqr/~~? Taking adverbs as higher predicates would suggest that we 

predicate something of a predicate, which would not very well tit into 

any of the kinds dtscussed above. Hence the need IO allow processes and 

events IO be serious individual objects, an assumption whtch would at 

the same time account for the admissrhility of a quick wn (or /he rr~r 

MIXC quick) and the inadmi\sibilrty - in most contexts - of (I deep wn 

(or liic rftn no\ rlrcp). 

Another difficulty is I he status of predicates of higher degrees. In 

most of the discussion on sorts monadic predicates are used. Formally, 

the kind for a binary pre:dicate like lore would he a set of ordered pairs, 

viz. those of which the f rst member is human and the second any type 

of object. Nevertheless, in practice we would rather use the complex 

(abstracted) predicate ‘being able to love something/somebody’ as 

being applicable to humans, or in general to those objects ‘having emo- 

tions’. Similarly for converses like ‘visible’, for those objects on which 

‘x is able to see [it]’ is applicable. 
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5.4 What, then, are the consequences for a formal semantics taking 

sorts into account? Some predicates, like ha/7p.r and grartr have precisely 

natural kinds as their range, viz. humans and pigs, say. Other predicates, 

like big and _rc//or~ do not seem to lie within ‘natural’ kind boundaries. 

The applicability of predicates, as Phomason suggests, is thus determined 

by the conceptual structure of the possible objects. It may be the case that 

some form of B-type, in Sommers’ sense, determines these po\sibte 

objects, viz. as a ser of those possible individuals III logical space satisfying 

an n-tuple of predicates. Thus, the applicability of hip would require a 

conceptual structure with a feature ‘having dimensions, and ‘yellow’ 

would require ‘coloured’ or ‘visible’ as features. These ‘features’ them- 

selves are identified by predicates, which in turn require a conceptual 

structure of certain possible objects in order to be applicable, say ‘con- 

crete’ for both ‘visible’ and ‘having dimensions’. Apparently, the set 

ofconceptual features defining a possible object is(hierarchicaily)ordered. 

The applicability of, say, Iruppr on a possible object /boy1 seems thus 

being determined by the existence of a possible object Ihappy boyl. 

Such an object is possible if there is a possible world in which there 

is an individual inst;intiating the possible object or individual concept. 

Similarly. /r~rppy is not applicable to /table/, because [happy table1 is not 

a possible object, since a possible object with a feature /happy/ must also 

have the higher srdered feature Ihaving emotions/, requirrng in turn 

lanimatej, whersas [table/ has at least a feature Inon-animatei. The non- 

applicability of predicates, leading to the construction of impossible 

objects, is determined by a contradiction between two predicates for 

the basic conceptual features of an object. 

Note that it is not easy IO establish a clear distinction between 

linguistic (in-)significance and ontological possibility and absurdity (see 

Routley and Routley, 1969: 215ff.). The second case pertains to objects 

(things, including events, etc.) which are possible or impossible, i.e., 

which may have an instantiation in some or in no possible world. The 

first case can be decided only on the basis of the ‘meaning’ or ‘content’ 

of the predicates used to refer to an object or to a property or relation. 

Thus the sentence T/re ~~veNow f/ring is square is linguistically significant, 

but in case the definite description tire ~&low t/zing refers to a circle, 

the sentence denotes an impossible fact. In other terms, a fact-concept 

like la yellow thing is square! which is ‘intensionally’ possible, may have 

fact-individuals as values which are impossible, because the ‘yellow’- 

concept may pick out things with properties which are inconsistent with 

those required for ‘square’ being applicable. In this example, thus, the 
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SefltenCe is SOftd!y hCOW.33 UNDER A GIVEN iNTERPRETATION, which 

is determined by the context, viz. by the referents intended and their 

further properties. A sentence like T&r circle is wpare, however, is absurd 

under all interpretations, independently of context. Curiously, the last 

example, although expressing a plain contradiction, does not seem to be 

sortally incorrect, because the predicate square requires of a possible 

object to have (two) dimensions, which as such is not inconsistent 

with the predicate circle. Moreover, the sentence A (I/W) circle is not 

square is trm, and would be indeterminate in case the non-negated ver- 

sion would be sortally incorrect. 

5.5 It is clear that we cannot even attempt to solve here the numerous 

philosophical and logical problems involved. From the discus$& above 

it seems that sortally incorrect sentences express a proposition which, 

under a given interpretation, ‘denotes’ a fact that is impossible in all 

physically possible worlds (situations. states of logical space) compatible 

with our actual world, i.c , those worlds having the same set 01’ basic 

postulates (see Gable, 1973). 

A serious insight into sortally incorrect sentences at the linguistic level 

and absurd or impossible facts at the ontological level requires previous 

understanding cf the mechanisms of ‘predication’ and their correrpond- 

ing operations in logical space. Should we maintain a fundamental 

distinction between “substantive’ concepts and ‘attributive’ concepts, 

the latter somehow presupposing the former? And does such a distinc- 

tion correspond to a fundanlental distinction between ‘objects’ and 

‘properties’? The objects of our world, values of (individual) concepts 

(see Scott, 1970), are topologically based seiections of ‘properties’ 

of logical space. They are constant functions over changing time-space 

situations, contjnuous and structurally stable (for detail see fhom, 

1972). The (non-analytic) assignment of properties, an operation ex- 

pressed by predication on the linguistic level, produces non-stable objects 

like events/facts/states (Thorn’s CATASTROPHES), e.g., from lboyl a happy 

boyl, where the ‘boy’-properties remain constant but the set of properties 

‘applied’ under the property ‘happy’ may change in different possible 

situations. Thus, the impossible concept lhappy table] does not have a 

value in any physically possible world, compatible with our own, be- 

cause the discriminating or constituting feature ‘inanimate’ of the table- 

concept conflicts with the ‘animates feature of the happy-concept. 

Taking ‘sappy’ as a function, we would say that it is only definers for a 

domain of higher animates or humans, whereas it cannot assign an 
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emotional state 
of inanimates. 

to tables since Itable itself has ooly values for a 

5.6 Another feature of logical space to which more attention should 
be paid in ordrr to be able to work out a complete theory of sortal 
semantics is the possibility of SIMILARITY and DIFFERENCE between its 
possible objects. Such an account is necessary for the descr~ptioR of 
DEGREES OF SORTAL (IN-)coRRECTNESS. 

Consider the following sentences: 

( 1 I ) TllC 

( 12) T/W 

rntuitively, we somehow find (I I) more ‘strange’ than (12). That is. we 
have less difficulty imagining horses that grunt than theories that grunt. 
A horse could have all its characteristic properties, and therefore being 
still (recognized as) a horse, but one. perhaps rather marginal biological 
feature, viz. the production of a different sound, could be di~erent. In 
that case practically nothing of the ‘horse’-properties would need 
to be different in order for a horse to be able to grunt. In other terms: a 
logical space where IgruntIng horse1 is a possible object is less remote than 
a logical space where [flying horse1 would be a possible object, because 
such an object would probably require such a horse to have wings. 
A fortiori so, in sentence (I I), for grunting theories. A theory would be 
required to be a concrete object, perhaps even be animate, and at least 
have a sound-producing mechanism. In fact, we would hardly call such 
an object a theory, because it gives a fundamentally different ‘coupe’ 
from iogical space. 

A provisional statement about degrees of sortal incorrectness would 
perhaps run as follows: 

(13) A predicatef, applied to a term a in a sentence S,, is LESS APPLICABLE 

than a predicate g, applied to a the same term a in a sentence SJ, 

iff the set of predicates entailed by J which are also inappi~cable 
to a is larger than the set of inapplicable predicates entailed by g. 
A sentence is sortally less correct is its predicates are less appliratle. 

Thus, in The horse grunfs the predicate grltnr does not entail a predicate 
which would be also inappticabte to horse, whereas in T/W horse is arguing 
the predicate argue would entail at teast the predicates think, and speak, 

which are also inappli~b~e to horse. A semantic theory of s~milarjty 
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relations in logical space would hate IO work OUI the topology of possible 

objects. Intuitively, it is obvious that lhorccl has a sm&r DISTA xi: 

to the possible objcLt jcowj than to /theory/. /Horse/ is connected with 

lcowl through all those properties designated by the predicate\ entnlled 

by mammal, a nd with /theory/ perhaps only through the most general 

feature lohjectl. in other terms: the intersection of the conccpiual 

structure of jhorscl with that of /cow/ IS greater than that with [theory’. 

Similarly, we would have to account for the hierarchical structure of 

the possible object\ in log&i space. The porGblc object Itreel somehow 

‘dominates’ the possible object loakl: the set of oaks i$ included in the 

set of trees, which seems to mean tha! /tree1 is one of the feature: of 

Ioak]. 

We will. however, leave these general discussions about the foundations 

of sortal semantics and now consider the specific problems in the inter- 

pretatlcn of metaphorical sentences. 

6. PROBLCMS IN THE SEMANTICS OF Mf:TAI”HORICAL SENTENC’fS 

6. I The semantics of metaphorical sentences has a number of problems 

well-known in the semantics of modal operators and of inten+cnal 

con:exts in general: identity, substitution, opacity, etc. 

First of all, Thomason’s RCFFRCVTIALITY PRIXCIPLI. in the valuatior. of 

sortally sensitive sentences is problematic for metaphorical sentences. 

That is, a sortally (in-)correct sentence must bc so under equivalent 

substitution. Yet. sentences which may be perfectly correct under one 

description of an individual may be sortally incorrect under another 

description, as we saw in some examples above, so that sortal (m-) 

correctness must be determined at the object level in the interpretation. 

In metaphor, similarly, we start from a textually or contextually deter- 

mined discourse referent, remaining identical under any description, 

incl~djn~ its metaphorical description. The familiar scheme of such 

sentences is then *Fa, where G is a constant for the intended referent and 

*F is a ME~AP~~ORICAL PREDICATE, as in He is a hear or She is an encyclo- 

pcdiu, significantly assertable of humans in certain contexts. 

However, there are also cases in which the metaphorical predicate 

appears in the descriptive referring phrase as in sentence (9) and in rcn- 

tenees like 

(14) Peter preferred to pick one of the localjlowers. 
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where flotrcr is intended to refer to a girl. Only under this referential 

condition sentence (14) is metaphorical. Under a literal ~nterpretati~~n 

it is not even sortally incorrect. 

Such ‘metaphorical referring phrases’, however. must be treated as 

definite descriptions in general. As a general rule, definite noun phrases 

like rlre EY may be derived only when the discoure referent has been 

introduced as the value of a term in an indefinite description in a previous 

sentence or in a pragmatically known proposition includmg meaning 

postulates. Thus, the definite noun phrase tire loca~j~~~~r.r i\ ‘grammati- 

cal’ only when the interpretation specifies that the individuals rcferrcd 

to (viz. the local girls) have been mentioned before or are known to he 

intended by other contextual informatton. W: will therefore assume that 

metaphorica! referring phrases are derived from underlying structures in 

which the metaphorical term is introduced predicativcly, e.g. as follows: 

‘the local girls are (like) Rowers’. The same IS true for such apparent 

indefmites like Pe/cr pchd a /ocal~ow~r, where the object noun phrase 

is equivalent with ‘C ne oi’the local flowers’. Without prevtous identifying 

sentences a sentence hkc Pefer pichd .wm* jfwcrs it] r/w purk would, 

in a non-specific context, receive a normal, non-metaphorical inter- 

pretation. 

Now, take the converse case, e.g. in the following sentence: 

Such a sentence may be METAPIIORICALLY AMBIGUOUS in the following 

way: either frorecrc IS non-metaphorically referring to real flowers and 

.vv;‘*, is a metaphorical predicate for e.g. ‘blossom’ (in a ‘certain way), or 

Jfot(‘er.r is a metaphorical referring phrase, denoting girls, and s~tile is a 

normal predicate for girls. From this example it is clear agam that a 

sentence is metaphorical only with respect to the model structures in 

which the previous sentences or pragmatic, contextual knowledge is 

interpreted. 

The same holds for sentences which are not metaphorically ambiguous 

but which, in isolation, would not have been interpreted metaphorically: 

(I 6) TIE lion roared. 

In this sentence rhe /KM may be a metaphorical referring phrase to a 

strong man, say, where the predicate roared would, in order to ‘stay in 

the image’, be the adequate predicate for his cry. Such a sentence would 

be ambiguous in a narrative about a hunting party, but plainly metaphori- 

cal in a narrative about a battle in Flanders, say. 
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6.2 Another familiar problem arising in the interpretation of metaphor 
is whether identity is preserved under predicate substitution. In case of 
the local girls: as soon as it is implicitiy or explicitly asserted that they 
‘are’ flowers, we may Freely use the referring phrase &‘o~ers But the 
contextual identity girls =flo~er.r will nor hold in general, and the follow- 
ing sentences would be strange under a metaphorical interpretation: 

(I 7) IF!te gorerntneH decided i0 gire higher iiwome to 

( 18) Tl,e $oner.r are requested to dress after the hop. 

The semantics of metaphor, thus, must guarantee that any form of 
identity or equivalence must be restricted to contexts with a specitic 
structure. 

In imensional contexts, e 6.. in the scope of such verbs as k~row, 
believe, ‘dream, pretend, etc., metaphors may be opaque: 

(I 9) Peter thought (dreamt) that the flowers in rhe park smiled at him. 

Several possibilities are open here: (i) presupposed is that girls --_/Towers, 

such that Peter’s dream objects are girls, (ii) Peter dreams/thinks that 
girls =floreer.r, (iii) Peter dreams about real flowers, and it is presupposed 
that smile = blossom, (iv) Peter dreams/thtnks that smile = blosom, 

(v) Peter dreams about real Sowers which are ‘really’ smiling, which 
would entail that they somehow have a face and mouth 

The opacity of some texts can of course be resolved in cases where the 
metaphor is not likely to be under the scope of the intensional verb: 

cm Ford pretended &at he had been bugged by those dirty FBI pigs. 

(21) The yourrg lady believes that her kid has beer8 saved by the p&r. 

The general rule holding for such cases is that the speaker knows, 
believes, or assumes that the metaphorical identity or equivalence holds. 
That is, metilphorical equivalence statements, normally implicit in the 
discourse, are under the scope of pragmatic operators (speaker believes 
. ..). in other contexts it is obvious that the metaphor is under the scope 
of tile intensiona~ verb: 

(22) The mayor, opening fhe new public park tlris 

youth that trees andflowers are our friends. 

reminded the 

6.3 There is another case in which the (con)text infhtences the possi- 
bility of metaphor~~~ interpretation. Thus, sentence (15) may very well 
receive a hteral interpretation in a Fable or fairy tale. ere animals or 
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non-animate objects may systematically be assigned properties reserved 
to humans in our actual worlds. Hence, whether a sentence is meta- 
phorical often depends on the sortal incorrectness of the sentence, but 
sortal incorrectness, as we saw, is determined wit11 respect to interpreta- 
tion rn model s:ructures with a set of possible worlds compatible with our 
own physical worlds. Thus, in her reply to Alice (Carroll, (77rrolcglr /l~c* 
Looking Ghrs, Chap. II), Tiger-lily may non-metaphorically utter: 
.I . . . it’s enough to make one wither to hear the way they go on.” 

7.1 With the problems mentioned above in mind, we now must specify 
the general conditrons under which metaphorical sentences may receive 
an interpreta!ion. 

Recall that many metaphorical sentences are sortally in :orrect whereas 
other metaphorical sentences would be contextually false under a literal 
interpretation. A sentence is sortally incorrect if the discourse referent 
occupying a given point (the possible object) in logical space is not a 
member of the interpretation domain of the sortal specification function 
for a given predicate. In other words: the individual would not satisfy 
the predicate under any interpretation. Example: TIP *lteor_r gr~rlr. 

The traditional idea associated with metaphorical sentences is that 
INSTEAD OF the s jrtaily correct sentence Ga, denoting a given fact, a 
sentence *Fu is used, such that under a normal interpretation *Fu is 
false or sortally incorrect. Since it may be maintained that Fu expresses 
a different proposition than *Fa, because *F4 at least entails Go and FCC 

does not, we shall distinguish syntactically between a given sentence FQ 
(receiving a literal interpretation) and its metaphorical counterpart 
*Pa. Whether the ‘*’ symbol has a specitic operator value, will be dis- 
cussed below. 

Furthermore, it is traditionally supposed that a sentence *Fa may be 
used in stead of Gu itT the predicates Fand G have some sort of MEANING 

RELATION. 

Following a brief suggestion made by Thomason, this would mean that 
the conventionally determined logical region of the predicate Fsomehow 
CHANGES in an expression like *Fu. This change, in most cases would be 
an EXTENSION in case Fdoes not apply to a region of which a is a member. 
In our examples given earlier, this would mean that the predisate~~~~cr 
is extended such that its region not only comprises flowers but also girls 
(in a given context). 
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7.2 How can these ideas be made more explicit in the framework 

of a sortal semantics? 

First of all, it must be established that at least two principles must be 

respected in any account: 

(i) the strucfure of logical space (for a given language) does not change 

by the use of metaphorical sen~cnccs (as it is the case in the fairy- 

1, le context) 

(ii) i;~c conventional meaning structures of the prcdicatcs of the lan- 

guage do not change by the metaphorical interpretation of a 

predicate. 

The conclusion is that the ‘meiaphorical predicate’ is (at/ /WC) USLD 

in a specitic way, which Indeed mahes metaphorical interpretations 

pragmatical. 

Nevertheless, although a given predicate may clcl /ror he used in a 

specific way, there are general semantic principles detcrmi~ting under what 

conditions such ari hoc changes in the interpretation of predicates are 

possible. 

Formally, the account would have roughly the following structure. 

Call the specific metaphorical meaning of a predicate F: F’. The inter- 

pretation k’ under a sortal specification E of I& metaphorical predicate 

has a range VE(F’) large enough to have the referent CI localized in it. 

Such a formal account, however, would be simplistic and explain 

nothing, if other features are not built in. Since the range of F’ is larger 

than that of F, the latter prec’icafe must be lezs general. Hence some of 

the predicates (features) included in i: mu>t somehow be dropped in 

metaphorical contexts. In other words: r mu5t be constructed out of 

F by a SFLC~TION PROCLDURC. The intuitive idea of such a selection 

procedure is that those predicates emailed by F which are applicable 

only to a more iimited region of logical space are dropped. On the other 

hand the remaining content of the resulting predicate must be specific 

enough to convey non-trivial information. 

The selection procedure may make use of a specifc SELKTION FUNCTICN 

j with the set P of predicates of a language L, as domain and co-domain. 

That is, s operates an OKIXRING in P according to a SIMILARITY principle. 

In this way, each .f E P rs assigned a set M of predicates ‘environing' f 

such that each element of M is more general than f: 

any g E M, and for any individual u that J(U) I - g(u). 
The similarity function, however, must have a RELATIVE character. A 

predicate g may be more general than a predicate f with respect to a 
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certain ‘tag’. Thus, with respect to the tag [sex] the predicate female 

is more general than girl, whereas youngster is more general than girl 
with respect to the tag [age]. The function will therefore 
the feature(s) with respect to which it operates on the predicates: rr t/) = 
g. In generalizing we keep part of the included predicates constant, e.g. 
(young) when going from girl to youngster, whereas others are 
e.g. (young) when going from girl to,Gnoie. 

Since it is possible to drop several ‘included predicates’ we may in- 
troduce a linear set of subsets of M, viz. Ml, Me,...M,. kn our example 
we may thus go from girl, via femde to /raman, dropping {young) 
and (female> respectively. 

Each predicate is thus surrounded by sets of concentric circles, de- 
pending on the feature ‘on which’ we generalize. This topological 
structure of our concrpt language requires further analysis which cannot 
be given here. 

7.3 We have already noticed that the extension of predicates by dropping 
part of their content is not arbitrary. The intuitive criterion is that the 
features which must remain are somehow TYPICAL. It is not typical of a 
pig that it has four legs, nor of a girl that she has hair. Hence the pre- 

tes pig and girl may not be used in an extended meaning in which 
features (having four legs) and (having hair), respectively, are 

constant. 
The consequence of this criterion is that the property underlying 

extension may not be too general. We do not use a metaphorical predi 
table to identify or qualify a Sower because both are concrete objects. 
A typical property of a possible object (or more in general, at the lin- 
guistic level, a typical predicate/featnre included in a predicate) need 
not be ontologically so. The choice of typical CRITERIA for the similarity 
function is pragmatically det 
and beliefs. Thus, a pig need 
ty~i~~iy fat with respect to 
the eyes of the members of a 
the following pragmatic postulate: 

(23) [(member 

n indexed 
st co~diti 
ct has a 

ly ~iiev~ t 
roperty in a 
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degree) which other objects belonging IO the same, more general kind, 
do not have (or do not have in this remarkable degree/way). 

The second condition is that the usual ‘name’ for the possible object 
or attribure in question may be used for an individual of which it is 
predicated that it has [his property. 

Assuming that the predicatejotcer has the features (beautiful, animate, 
fresh . ..) typically, we may use this predicate m a context where this 
abstract feature structure is satisfied, e g., where (he possible object 
/girl/ has an instance. Note that these specific features need not be 
defining the original concept, but may be contingent, contextually 
determined, features: the concept lgirll does not have /beautiFull, say, 
as a ‘necessary’ property, In fact, this can be explained by the function 
of metaphors: we want to pick out and assign a specific contingent 
property of an individual, not the property the individual has anyway. 
The fact that towers grow is therefore not a sufficient condition to use 
the predicatefloN,er predicativeby for humans, which also grow. In tnat 
case only the manner. e.g., the speed, of the growing may be selected 
for metaphorical predication if this is specifically different from the 
average type of growing. 

7 4 The selection Function does not necessarily have predicates as values 
which have a lexical expression in the language. These values may consist 
of an ordered n-tuple of features. Again this is precisely often one of the 
reasons for the use of metaphors. Since we have no predicate ‘taking 
together’ (con-ceiving) (fat), (dirty), {animate), (stupid) exclusively, 
we use a predicate, e.g., pig. signifying a possible object which has these 
properties inclusively. In case only one predicate has to be asserted this 
substitution is of course easier: fcfar is sfrorg == fcfer is a bear. 

7.5 The general truth condition for metaphorical 
would thus become roughly the following: 

sentences 

(24) V(*Fn) = I iff 
(i) Y(Fu) == 7 
(ii) there is an F’ such that F’ E s&F) 
(iii) V(F’a) = I 

(iff: a 6 f/Z(Y)) 

In other terms the sentence i,j true just if the discourse referent, localized 
“at’ some possible object in logical space, is element of the region of the 
extended predicate F’, viz. E(F’), including the intended interpretation 
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of the predicate, viz. I&F’). Hence the sentence is TRW iff hfu) E 

M/E(F), where MI is the metaphorical interpretation of the predicate F, 

which is identical with the ‘normal’ interpretation of the transformed 

predicate F’, and where E is a sorral specification. The sentence *Fu is 

rAt_st iffcondition (iii) doer not hold, i.e., if a does not have the property 

F”. In other case\, e.g.. if the similarity function has no value\, the sen- 

tence is metaphorically speaking neither true nor false but ‘indetermmate’. 

Keeping the first two condttions constant we guarantee that our meta- 

phorical interpretations are bivalent. These truth conditionc should he 

embedded in a more general \et of pragmatic APPROPRIAT[V!%S COUIX- 

rtoxs. That is, although the conditions may hold, and thus a given prcdi- 

cate is metaphorically true of a given indivtdual, it may be conre~tually 

inappropriate to use that metaphorical predicate, as in sentence (17) for 

exampie. 

7.6 From this still very imr rfcct formal account it emerges that in 

asserting *Fu 1 basically assert F’N, where F’a iz true rff Q has the proper- 

ties selected from F by the simtlarity function. This inttrpretatton 

is context sensitive. Since a policeman uill not IN GENCRAL have the pro- 

perties (fat, dirty/mean, stupid . F’u will not always be true and hence 

*Fu may be false. The equivalence pc~/icc*~nu~r /ri,p is therefore not 

analytic and substitution therefore not possible in all contexts. Nor 

may we use the predicate polic’onun to identify or characterize a pig, 

because a policeman does not have typical features which are contingently 

predicable of pigs An unqualified substitution hypothesis is therefore 

inadequate. 

R. METAPHORS, COMPARISONS, AND COUNTERFACTUALS 

8.1 Selection functions have recen 1y been used also in other formal 

semantic research. Especially in the semantics ofcertain connectives of the 

implicational type (material implication, entailment, counterfactual 

conditionals, causals, etc.) it has been fruitful to introduce selection 

functions operating on possible worlds. This work has been done by 

such scholars as Thomason, Stalnaker (see Stalnaker and Thomason, 

1970), Aqvist (1973) and Lewis (1973). 

In the interpretation ofe.g. I”... then-statements, we might formulate 

the truth condition such that truth is obtained if the consequent is true 

in all the possible worlds ‘selected’ by a func,ion based on the truth of 
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the antecedent. A proposition, which may be false in the actual world 

(of the speech context) may select those worlds in which it is true, 

ALL oTttrR THINOS IILING LQUAL, for which it is further a\scrted that the 

consequent holds. instead of sclccrion funct’ons other formal devices 

may be used, e.g., indexed alternativity relations between possible worlds 

(11.,,RpH’r) (We l_CWlS. 1973). 
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where the terhtm conrparatiotks, which corresponds to the constant 

feature determining the selection function, is made explicit. In that case 

the antecedent would select exactly those situations in which girls are 

like flowers but relative to their property of beauty, say. 

This treatment further would specify the exact relation between a 

COMPARISOV and a metaphor. A metaphor is not a shorter version of the 

comparison from which the ‘like’ a.td the rcrfitm contparufioni~ are 

deleted (tf this would yield a grammatical sentence at all), but a metaphor 

PRLXPPOSLS 3. comparison. In that case, the comparison should be true 

for the metaphor to have a truth value, whereas the metaphor would be 

indeterminate if the comparison is fd\c. 

There are of Lotuse situations in wh:ch presuppositmns of a given 

sentence are not satisfied by the context. The presupposed proposition 

in such ca‘.es may be said to be ORLIOLILY or IXDIRLCTLY ASSERTLD 

together uith the rest of the sentence. Simtlarly, in metaphorical sentences, 

the discourse referent may be introduced metaphorically such that it is 

characterized assertively by the specific predicates carrying the meta- 

phorical transformation. The tonduion is, of course, that the discourse 

referent can be properly identified as the value of an indiGduat concept 

by the fotlowing (con-)text. 

8.3 In the account of the previous section the COUNTERFACTUAL character 

of metaphors did not yet come fully into picture, and therefore it is not 

fully sati,factory. 

Let us take another example to illustrate this point. The metaphorical 

sentence I/C it a htwr (as in the other examples it does not matter that 

the metaphor is rather trivial and even conventionalized) may be ex- 

panded as follows: Ne I) ar .tfuantg ar a bear. The latter sentence isclose 

in meaning to a sentence like: 

(30) He ic as srroni; as if he were a bear. 

Hzre the counterfactual is apparent in ay ifand in 

(30) vvi!h a normal countetfactuat conditional like 

w’zre. Now compare 

II. (31) the proposition f/e ir u hear is false in the actual world, and no 

itrfo*mstton is irnptied whether He is strong is true in wO, although con- 

versattonally we normally infer that f!e i\ .wong is (also) false in w‘~. 

Sentence (3l), when uttered, asL;crts however that He ic strong is true in 

all those worXs where fle is a bear is true. In fact his bear-hood entails 
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his strength in those worlds The alternative worlds in which Ifr i,c 

.~frong is true are at least as similar as our own vvorld with respect IO the 

validity of the sentence A bear i\ tr~~.c in both. 

In (30) the situation is imersed, co to speak. It ia assetted (to be true) 

that he is strong and implied that hc IS not a hear. We therefore let 

i/c ic a hrn~ again be true in an alternaticc uorld: in ail thosr vvorld5 

accessible from that alternative vvorld, ~1tl1 the aid of flc ic a hear, it 

is true that Ile ,t \!r~r~. Now, the problem i5 thai He it rr /WV is not true 

in no so that iv0 doei not 5ecm acce~blc from I(~. 01ic solutton for 

this dilemma is to assume that, 5crn from the point of ~ICW of I,‘,. f/c ir 

(I hour is true in pi,, c.g , because /wcr~ i\ a prcdic.ltc wtth a larger region 

in I$‘~. This, hovvcver, wcmld reyutre the con511 uction. WI only of altcr- 

native ~011 !s, but also of ALIIHXAII\I LAW,~ \!*I\. a ~::sk which mtght 

theoretically be interesting but of which the dtlhculties cannot bc csti- 

marcd at the moment. Intmtively. of court, the metaphorical uw of 

prcdicatcs seems indeed an ‘alternattve’ use of prcdicalc5, a use ‘ac- 

cc5sible’ through the selectron function. vvnh the condnion that part of 

the predicate-structure i5 hcpt constant In order for the !partial) Gm- 

ilarity to remain recognizable, vie woutd need a SIWLARITY TIIRI SHOLD, 

for whtch cognitive psychological research nay provide empirical data. 

Still, the explanation given is either too speculattve at the moment 

or simply incorrect. Perhaps He should modify the account of the 

semantic5 of a, i/as follows: p U\ il‘y is true (in II.,,) iff (i) p is true (in 

n;,) (Ii) q is !.;lse m I$‘<, (iii) y is true in most uorlds in which p is true 

(in most worlds: -(p & -Q)). In fact, this is the semantic structure ofan 

fiYPoTfKrlcnL LSPLANATI~S. ‘rake for example the foilowing sentence: 

The TV ij’ clause provides a possible ex@mation for the antecedent, 

because in most possible (physically) world5 it is the case that the streets 

lr: wet when it is raining. The converse of course does not hold: there 

may be other causes for the street to be wet, but the fact that in most 

shuations the wetness of streets is caused by rain, is a sufficien: reason to 

use an U.S @“clause. Sentence (32), indeed, could even be used in cases 

where, e.g., the firemen were the cause of the wet streets. 

The very fact that other causes may be mentioned as explanation 

would be a satkfactorj account of the possibility to give SEVERAL EQUI- 

VALLNT MfTAPflOkS in order to assert the same fact. Indeed, ifl Other 

cuitures we might have He is us strong a7 a Iror.~e~biron,‘gorilla . . . . 
If this approach is correct, a metaphorical sentence would be a shortened 
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UF i/&use, of which the entailed consequent is deleted if it is a TYPIC.% 

COXXQUENCC. We will not here expltire the further axiomatic properties 

of the OF i/conr,ective/operator, although at first ,:lance i! would yield 

a satisfactory explanation of the modal character of metaphorical sen- 

tences like *Fu. 
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After this paper was written two books appeared which are highly reler .tt to the 
topics treated in it: Leonard Goddard 
and Conrexr, Vol. I (New York: Wiley, H&ted Press, 1973) and P. F. Strawson, 
Subject md Predicare in Logic and Grammar (London: Methuen, 1974) Especially 
G~dard & Roufley’s impressive book would have supplied a rigorous formal basis 
rbr a sorral semantics. 
Altboug~ much other work. especially linguistic and literary, has not been mentioned 
in this paper because it has been mentioned by other authors in this issue or because 
it is well-knowr‘ to most readers of this journal, 1 would like to mention another 
omission: in the discussion on the conceptual structure of logical space I did not refer 
to the rich recent research in cognitive psychology and artitictal intelligence (computer 
seman;ic& e.g. by Quillian, Schaok, Anderson & Bower, Kintsch, and others, where 
for example notions like ‘semantic distance’ have been made explictt (see Abraham, 
in this issue). 
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